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Founded in 2016, Radiant Earth Foundation is a nonprofit organization committed to 
aggregating the world’s open Earth imagery and providing access and education on its use to 
the global development community. Its open technology platform helps people discover and 
analyze the vast resources of Earth imagery, improve decision-making and fuel new solutions,  
discoveries, and innovations. We also offer a robust, integrated community development  
program to guide people in the use of Earth imagery, geospatial datasets, and tools.
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CEO’s
In 2018, Radiant Earth Foundation continued 
its ambitious journey to help people discover 
and use the vast resources of Earth imagery and 
tools to foster positive impact around the world. 
History has demonstrated that data and devel-
opment are not inherently linked; rather, we are 
forging that tie with partners and collaborators 
around the world who seek new tools to protect 
the environment, safeguard ecosystems, preserve 
human health, and monitor powerful interests. In 
this report, we take you on our journey of these 
last twelve months: from supporting efforts to 
protect UNESCO World Heritage sites in Bangla-
desh and Venezuela, to collaborations with social 
entrepreneurs who are applying open data solu-
tions to agricultural development in Senegal and 
Botswana.  

Dramatic changes continued to play out in the 
Earth observation (EO) landscape in 2018. As the 
Earth is imaged every day and the volume of EO 
data expands, industry innovations are decreas-
ing the costs and increasing the interoperability 
and usability of satellite imagery. The continued 
growth of satellite data providers, the advances in 
EO machine learning techniques, and the growth 
of drone based imaging applications underscore 
the value of our mission to improve access to EO 
globally. This year, we launched our open geospa-
tial platform (app.radiant.earth) to facilitate the 
exploration, analysis, and sharing of this wealth 
of EO data. Educational efforts around the plat-

form—at both highly technical and introductory 
levels—are designed to give communities access 
without needing to spend resources on imagery 
and technology. 

Radiant Earth Foundation’s industry leadership 
has also led to the development of standards and 
practices that make archival data more acces-
sible. These tools include SpatioTemporal Asset 
Catalog (STAC) specifications, which standardize 
how geospatial data are queried online, Cloud 
Optimized GeoTiffs, which make handling ar-
chival data at scale possible without expending 
local resources, and Analysis Ready Data, which 
promotes interoperability and removes some of 
the highest barriers to entry. These innovations 
are foundational for cloud-based software like 
the Radiant Earth Foundation platform. However, 
while the EO landscape is increasingly innovative, 
and our efforts to increase accessibility are paying 
off, some of the most valuable, but costly data, 
remains challenging to navigate. In response, 
we formed the Global Development Imagery 
Consortium to improve the purchasing power of 
the GDC who uses commercial remotely sensed 
data and its derived products. This mechanism 
empowers the community and adds value to the 
commercial market, a benefit for all involved.

We are proud of the accomplishments we have 
achieved together with our diverse partners and 
continue to be inspired by the community we 
seek to serve. Our journey continues into 2019—
join us.

Letter
Encouraging Data Collaborative Initiatives

Anne Hale Miglarese

CEO & Founder
Radiant Earth Foundation
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License-free data and tools 
across the spectrum accessible 
via a cloud-based open platform 
to extract features and calculate 
indices. This allows users to 
discover and analyze Earth 
imagery more easily.

Open Data and Tools

Custom built machine learning 
tools, libraries and new meta-
data standard development like 
STAC to respond to unique. 

Technological Innovations

Open technology and tools 
offering the opportunity to 
experiment with geospatial data 
in an open collaborative envi-
ronment, leading to improve 
use of that data. This creates a 
‘solution sandbox’ that can fuel 
new solutions, discoveries and 
innovations.

Community of Practice

Thought leadership, use cases, 
market analysis and capacity 
development programs focused 
on global geospatial users of 
various sophistication levels.   

Education & Outreach

Fields of Impact
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VISION 
Open Geospatial Data for Positive Global Impact

MISSION 
Connecting people globally with Earth imagery, geospatial data, tools and  
knowledge to meet the world’s most critical challenges.
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To accomplish our goal of connecting people glob-
ally with spatial data, we focus our work in four 
areas. First, we facilitate innovative solutions by 
combining the discovery and dissemination of 
Earth imagery with image processing. This service 
requires delivering license-free content across the 
globe, date, and spectrum for use by anyone, any-
where, at any time. Access to these data is offered 
through an open cloud-based platform that is de-
signed for non-EO scientists to experiment and 
extract deeper insights using simple filters and 
analytical templates. 

Capacity building is another critical aspect of our 
work. We believe that while access to data is nec-
essary, it is not sufficient to assure that users can 
adopt EO data and tools. We recognize that the 
GDC is incredibly diverse, and thus offer our con-
stituents a wide range of possibilities to explore, 
learn and connect with each other.  Demonstrat-
ing the “art of the possible” by educating our con-
stituents on how to most effectively extract value 
from EO data is our purpose.

A third area is community development.  We are 

How we work, and what we do

building vibrant communities of practice with di-
verse levels of expertise to solve global challenges 
through case studies and boundary-spanning col-
laborations. Our work is sector-agnostic, allowing 
us to see the possibilities that are sparked when 
we connect people, organizations and even data 
across networks.

Lastly, we believe that our thought leadership 
distinguishes us above all else. We are conveners 
with a purpose: to bring creatives together to 
spark ideas that make a difference.  We are work-
ing to improve the purchasing power of the GDC 
through the creation of an “imagery consortium” 
working with users and donors to raise aware-
ness on licensing issues, improve coordination 
to access remote sensing products and services, 
and thus create economies of scale to make these 
essential products more accessible. Our eye is al-
ways on the future: identifying value, anticipating 
change and helping to manage and disseminate 
the knowledge and experience of the communi-
ties of practice that are inextricably connected 
through the Radiant Earth platform—we are where 
EO meets ML.

Sprouting an Idea
Why we exist
Geospatial data are fundamental to creating a sus-
tainable world. It can fuel new solutions to per-
sistent global challenges such as climate change 
and disaster preparedness by providing critical in-
formation that can inform data-driven decisions. 
However, the individuals and organizations with 
the mandate to solve these challenges are some-
times the very ones that have the least access to 
the spatial data and tools to analyze them.

The limited use of imagery analysis by the global 
development community may stem from percep-

tions of remote sensing as a specialist subject, and 
thus difficult for them to apply. It does not help 
that the Earth imagery market is highly fragment-
ed, nor that data storage and processing costs are 
often prohibitive, particularly for smaller organiza-
tions working on global issues. This means that it’s 
difficult for users to find, extract and use geospa-
tial data. Radiant Earth Foundation was founded 
to remove the friction across the value chain of 
applying geospatial solutions to global develop-
ment challenges. 



LESSON 1: As a neutral entity, Radiant Earth Foun-
dation is well-positioned as a bridge between the 
Earth observation (EO) and global development 
communities. By approaching development solu-
tions from a sector-agnostic perspective, we are 
able to foster new and innovative collaborations 
that bring a fresh outlook to the solution space. 
Continuing to identify untapped synergies across 
sectors and between disciplines that can move the 
“EO for development” community forward remains 
the priority. 

LESSON 2: Radiant Earth Foundation’s recognition 
as a thought leader at the intersection of EO and 
global development continues to grow. As a result, 
we have successfully convened diverse stakehold-
ers to discuss, design and implement new standards 
and commons around the use of geospatial data. 
The wider adoption of the SpatioTemporal Asset 
Catalog, and the advancement of Cloud Optimized 
GeoTIFFs, and Analysis Ready Data are successful 
examples of this. We will continue to invest in these 
data collaborations, as well as our technical fellow-
ship program to advance data standards and best 
practices.

LESSON 3: We were encouraged to see 900 unique 
organizations from 8 sectors join our community 
this year. However, the Global Development Com-
munity (GDC) is far more heterogenous with re-
spect to the routine use of geospatial data than we 
expected, and, we were surprised by the data they 
sought and how it was used. For example, while a 
significant number of users employed remote sens-
ing data for advanced classification mapping and 
predictive models, others used it for visual con-
firmation. Focusing on activities that support the 
GDC to envision “the art of the possible” and to 
help them extract the full value of these data is a 
key approach going forward.

LESSON 4: We similarly noted that geospatial ex-
pertise is variable by sector and organization type, 
and that capacity to use and analyze remote sens-
ing data was lower than we anticipated. Some sec-
tors require more support to optimize the use of 
platform resources than others. For example, non-
governmental organizations focused on agriculture 
where remote sensing and geospatial analysis are 
part of the research culture may require less techni-
cal support and encouragement than sectors where 
geospatial approaches are relatively new. Creating 
a suite of products that builds geospatial expertise 

has become an essential component of our strategy 
going forward.    

LESSON 5: The narrative around the benefits of the 
social good returned from investments in geospa-
tial data and infrastructure merits greater visibility 
outside the global north. More often than not, the 
operational challenges-- as well as the benefits de-
rived from-- using remote sensing data for develop-
ment purposes are underestimated. We are devis-
ing a communications strategy to better reveal the 
social and economic value of these investments to 
global development by tying them more directly to 
narrative frameworks such as the Sustainable De-
velopment Goals that resonate clearly with the de-
velopment community.  
 
LESSON 6: Radiant Earth Foundation recognizes 
the importance of providing machine learning (ML) 
techniques to provide near-real time and scalable 
solutions to address global development challenges. 
Therefore, we are investing in MLHub Earth to host 
a central repository of ML algorithms and training 
data to help users in GDC access the latest models 
and data. We are also expanding the functionalities 
of our platform to include ML training and predic-
tion as part of its toolkit.

LESSON 7: We found that several non-commercial 
organizations that generate and use labeled datas-
ets internally for ML, do not publish them as open 
source datasets to the public owing to a lack of 
awareness of their value to the broader develop-
ment community. However, these data are valuable 
resources for developing new ML algorithms and 
validating existing ones. By increasing awareness 
around the value of data collaboratives and open-
source labeled imagery, particularly through our 
MLHub Earth initiative, it has become our goal to 
help development organizations design and imple-
ment frameworks to open source their data and fa-
cilitate policy changes in support of these efforts.

LESSON 8: The power of partnership is infinite. Just 
as we have shared resources and opportunities with 
our partners and Fellows, we too, have benefitted 
from these relationships in unexpected ways. Next 
year we look forward to new engagement opportu-
nities, working more closely with current partners 
and welcoming our 2019 Fellows, all of whom help 
connect our constituents in the field to Radiant 
Earth Foundations’s data, tools, and resources.

7

Lessons Learned 2018
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“Geospatial data have the potential to revolutionize [agricultural] 
research by providing data on investments and productivity at 

a fraction of the cost — and with greater accuracy — compared to 
household survey data.” 

-- Beth Roberts
 Attorney & Land Tenure and Gender Specialist

 Landesa
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Effecting Change 2018

Lifantou: A social enterprise connecting smallholder farmers in rural Senegal with 
school canteens with the support of remotely sensed data 

How do we create sustainable food systems to en-
sure that children are well-nourished and ready-to-
learn? Our 2018 Mandela Washington Fellow, Awa 
Thiam believes she has the answer.

In Senegal, public school “canteens” that provide 
meals to school-age children rely heavily on food 
donations from organizations such as the World 
Food Program and Counterpart International, 
which often provide commodities grown in other 
countries because they may lack access to local 
food producers. These organizations are now de-
veloping a program--Purchase from Africans for 
Africa --in order to shift dependence on outside 
commodities to locally-sourced products. That is 
the core tenet of Awa’s social enterprise, Lifan-
tou, which means “learning” in her native language 
Wolof. 

Awa envisioned Lifantou as the ambitious link be-

tween smallholder farmers in rural Senegal and 
school canteens. Her goal is to redesign and opti-
mize the supply-chain for school feeding programs. 
While the identification, location, conservation, 
and transportation of crops at low cost can be a 
challenge, Lifantou has created an incentive and a 
reliable market for Senegalese farmers while also 
improving the ability of schools to provide nutri-
tious foods to their students. 

Through the capacity-building efforts of Radiant 
Earth Foundation, Awa uses the open source imag-
ery available through our platform to monitor veg-
etation health across Senegal, including the farms 
that produce food for school lunches. The applica-
tion of geographical information systems and Earth 
observation data to real-world problem-solving is 
central to our mission. The Lifantou project illus-
trates one of the many ways that Radiant Earth 
Foundation’s platform provides value to its users.

Our Partnership with the Mandela Washington Fellows
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Fueled by his passion for aviation, our 2017 Man-
dela Washington Fellow Mmoloki Morapedi found-
ed Sense & Analyze, a drone technology solutions 
company to support conservation, agriculture and 
anti-poaching efforts in Pandamatenga Village, 
Botswana. Pandamatenga Village is Botswana’s 
biggest commercial agriculture and wildlife safa-
ri tourism hub with about 2,700 hectares (ha) of 
land allocated to small-scale farmers for the local 
community and about 45,000 ha allocated to com-
mercial farmers for cultivation of maize, sorghum, 
beans and to a lesser degree, wheat and chickpeas.  

Mmoloki applies drone technology combined with 
satellite data and solutions hosted available on the 
Radiant Earth Foundation to help farmers monitor 
crop production. His mission ensures that drone 
technology is affordable for the conservationists 
and smallholder farmers whose work benefits from 
it, but otherwise wouldn’t have access to aerial im-
agery. 

Data collection and storage is a challenge for drone 
operators like Mmoloki who integrate cloud-based 
remote sensing tools and drone data. Mmoloki 
uses our platform to store, share and analyze im-
agery collected by his fleet of drones to help farm-
ers understand when and where to plant crops. 

The Radiant plat-
form helps Mmoloki 
choose from either 
the existing satellite 
and aerial datasets, 
or from his own up-
loaded drone imagery 
to extract features, 
calculate indices and 
monitor change. His 
insights have assisted local farmers to increase ag-
ricultural yield, reduce loss and ultimately optimize 
food security in Botswana. 

Since his fellowship at Radiant Earth Foundation, 
Mmoloki has trained local GIS experts from the 
University of Botswana and the Ministry of Agri-
culture. He is also very active in a platform peer-to-
peer Facebook Group where users teach and learn 
from one another. He remains a valuable connec-
tion to the global development community and Ra-
diant Earth Foundation is proud to cultivate such 
a lasting friendship that aligns with our mission to 
increase geospatial data for impact.

Mmoloki Morapedi, Social Entrepreneur from Botswana
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If a photo is worth a thousand words, a satellite image could be considered priceless in terms 
of its value as an independent and verifiable source of information.  During 2018, we provided 
imagery and analysis to legal advocates for transparency in the areas of environmental protec-
tion and health in an effort to preserve two UNESCO World Heritage sites. 

Located in Venezuela’s Guayana region, the  
Canaima National Park has seen an increase in  
illegal mining activity and deforestation in  
recent years, which have had a devastating impact 
on biodiversity, as well as the health of the indig-
enous populations for whom the Park has been 
home for millennia. Using the Radiant Earth Foun-
dation platform, SOS Orinoco, an international 
non-profit focused on preserving the Amazonas 
and Orinoquia regions of Venezuela, was able to  
corroborate the reports of destruction and raise 
the visibility of this irreversible ecological and 
public health catastrophe.

Canaima National Park Project, SOS Orinoco, Venezuela

Supporting Evidence with Satellite Imagery
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Earthjustice, a non-profit environmental law firm, and a co-
alition of Bangladesh environmental groups were fighting a 
similar battle in the interest of transparency.  They sought to 
determine whether the Government of Bangladesh responded 
to the request from the UNESCO World Heritage Committee 
and the International Union for Conservation of Nature to halt 
construction of a new coal plant at Rampal, near the Sundar-
bans World Heritage site, prior to completion of a region-wide 
Strategic Environmental Assessment.  As one of the largest 
mangrove forests in the world, the Sundarbans has been rec-
ognized as a priceless natural resource since 1865 when it was 
first placed under government protection.  It is home to nu-
merous endangered species including the Bengal tiger, Ganges 
River dolphins, and 260 unique bird species. By analyzing satel-
lite imagery from 2016-2018 of the site, we observed changes 
to the infrastructure present, filling of wetlands and providing 
visual evidence of ongoing construction of the coal plant. 

The Sunbarbans, Earthjustice, Bangladesh

Monkeypox is a viral zoonotic disease, i.e., trans-
mitted from animals to humans, associated with 
densely forested areas in central and west Africa. 
Though associated with lower morbidity and mor-
tality than its more well-known relative, smallpox, 
it presents a challenge to public health practitio-
ners as the species of rats, squirrels and other 
mammals that carry monkeypox live in densely 
forested areas, making it difficult to study. To gain 
insights into the changing geographic distribu-
tion of this disease in the Democratic Republic 
of Congo, Radiant Earth Foundation collaborated 
with animal ecologists and epidemiologists in the 
poxvirus branch of the Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention (CDC) to explore new remote 
sensing techniques to measure change in the for-

est habitats of these animal reservoirs of the virus. 
Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) 
has been the standard for habit change analysis. 
However, to improve predictive models, scientists 
require new methods, and recent research indi-
cates that solar induced fluorescence (SIF) is po-
tentially more effective than NDVI at monitoring 
seasonal habitat changes. REF used 8-day MODIS 
composites at 250 m resolution to create a train-
ing data set for the use of SIF in monkeypox mod-
elling. CDC was able to compare differences in the 
accuracy using these two modelling methods.  By 
improving the predictive models based on habitat 
using SIF, researchers may gain greater insights 
into the changing ecology of this rare but impor-
tant disease. 

Using Remote Sensing and Machine Learning 
to Understand Monkeypox Disease Ecology



The World Bank estimates that there are approx-
imately 100 million artisanal and small-scale min-
ing operators in nearly 80 countries around the 
world. This informal sector may be seen by its 
practitioners as a means to escape poverty, but 
as an unregulated industry, it can pose a number 
of environmental and occupational hazards. In 
the instance of mining for gold, mercury –a dan-
gerous toxic—is used to separate the gold from 
other materials in the ore.  Through this process, 
workers who work directly with mercury and 
those who assist with the simpler tasks associ-
ated with processing, are all exposed to mercury. 
Often, particularly with artisanal mining, these 
workers include women and children when min-
ing is a household enterprise.

Given the relative invisibility of these actors, 
monitoring and regulation is difficult, particularly 

without current and reliable data. The Centre de 
Recherche et d’Education pour le Développe-
ment (CREPD) is a non-governmental organiza-
tion in Yaoundé, Cameroon that aims to system-
atically assess the extent of the problem and 
estimate the disease burden from heavy metal 
exposure associated with these activities. CREPD 
recently began a survey of artisanal and small-
scale mining facilities. Radiant Earth Foundation 
was able to help streamline the survey process 
by supporting the design of a mobile phone-
based survey application using Open Data Kit, 
which integrates survey, geospatial and image 
data. Eventually, we hope to develop an image 
library and training data set from this type of 
“groundtruthed” data so that CREPD and other 
NGOs can use machine learning approaches to 
increase the efficiency and lower the cost of 
their fieldwork.

13

Supporting the Health of Artisanal and Small-Scale Miners
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Robinson Projection, Robinson Map Library, University of Wisconsin
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OXPECKERS INVESTIGATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNALISM | Documenting land seizures
BILL & MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION | Analyzing mosquito habitat for malaria transmission
CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION | Estimating habitat change for monkeypox
INSTITUTE FOR GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGIES | Documenting post-disaster land cover change
WORLD WILDLIFE FUND–GERMANY | Developing waterhole monitoring for wildlife movement
 

SOS ORINOCO | Monitoring illegal mining and deforestation in protected areas
COMMONSENSING | Building climate resilience in small island developing states
EARTHJUSTICE | Reporting Large-scale industrial activities in a UNESCO World Heritage site 
WORLD BANK & EPAR & TWO SIGMA |  Identifying crop loss with a custom built model
RESEARCH AND EDUCATION CENTRE FOR DEVELOPMENT (CREPD) | Monitoring heavy metal exposure
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Program 
Accomplishments

Radiant Earth Foundation launched its open-
source satellite imagery platform – app.radiant.
earth –  to facilitate open access to Earth imag-
ery and tools in September 2018. With over 3000 
global users signing up in a span of 3 months, 
the platform, featuring new analytical tools, data 
sources and non-raster data APIs, has come a long 
way since our closed beta launch in 2017. 

To help socialize users to the different tools and 
features on the platform, we taught hundreds of 
attendees from dozens of countries to use the 

platform by means of webinars, master classes 
and live demonstrations at conferences and work-
shops, written and video tutorials, and use cases. 
We also produced educational products, including 
infographics to showcase what is possible with 
geospatial data. 

We strengthened our collaborations with existing 
partners through joint projects and formed new 
alliances to support community-led projects and 
to ensure geospatial data is accessible, available, 
and usable at the community level.

2017 2018 2019

Focused on creating a strong, 
flexible and impactful organi-
zation that supports long-term 
global growth. Formed key 
partnerships to position Radi-
ant Earth Foundation to serve 
the global development com-
munity. Released closed beta 
version of the open imagery 
platform. 

Leveraged expertise as a broker 
and brought the right voices to-
gether to move the Earth obser-
vation industry forward through 
metadata standards such as 
STAC. Provided the right im-
agery and tools to augment re-
search on the ground. Released 
improved version of the imag-
ery platform with open access. 
Formed a Global Development 
Machine Learning Working 
Group (MLHub Earth) and the 
Global Development Imagery 
Consortium.

In 2019, we will focus on ex-
panding the platform func-
tionalities to enable large scale 
spatio-temporal analysis and 
integrate new imagery and non-
imagery data sources. We will 
continue to collaborate with 
partners to maximize geospatial 
use for global challenges. We 
will also publish labeled train-
ing datasets and operationalize 
the MLHub library for public 
access.

Radiant Earth Foundation
Officially  Launched   

Data Collaborative 
Initiatives Data and Development

Program Trajectory over the Years

2018 Results
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Technology 
Facilitating open access to Earth imagery and tools

The Radiant Earth Foundation platform for accessing and analyzing geospatial data was opened to  
the public in 2018. We expanded the tools offered on the platform and provide free access to 
several open data catalogues for operational satellites and archival data dating back to 1984, and  
which are updated on a daily basis. Currently, more than 3,000 users access the platform, and conduct 
analysis over their area of interest.  

In September, we 
released an open-
source satellite 
imagery platform for 
advancing solutions 
of global development 
challenges.

Open Access 
Platform

STAC development 
continued, improving 
the interoperability 
of geospatial data. 
The open development 
community released 
V 0.6 in November, 
coinciding with 
a workshop on 
Analysis Ready Data 
(ARD).

Industry 
Standards

The widely-released 
platform brought 
the addition of many 
new features, includ-
ing the ability to 
share projects and 
imagery with orga-
nizations and users, 
and, to export data.

Platform 
Improvements

In addition to the 
multiple data sources 
on the platform, 
users can also access 
non-imagery data 
including a crop 
suitability index, 
weather, population, 
and air quality, and 
satellite data routed 
from other sources 
via our API.

Data Stream API

API

Breakdown of the 900 unique 
organizations on the platform
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Radiant Earth Foundation Platform Features

Data Sources available on the
Radiant Earth Foundation Platform
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Machine Learning Commons for Earth Observation

Established MLHub Earth as a 
community-wide initiative for ma-
chine learning commons for Earth 
observations

MLHUB Earth

Convened the first Machine 
Learning for Global Development 
Working Group, developing the 
first standard for training data 
catalogs and best practices for 
land cover training datasets. Held 
networking reception during the 
American Geophysical Union 
annual meeting.

Collaboration

Radiant Earth Foundation established MLHub Earth as an open source Machine Learning (ML)  
commons for Earth Observations to  promote creation of inclusive labeled images and algorithms to  
advance ML for global development, and democratize ML applications for EO data. 

MLHub Earth is both a repository for ML algorithms and training data, as well as a community of 
practice around ML applications for global development challenges. MLHub  Earth increases  
discovery, adoption and interoperability of EO training data to advance ML applications. 

“Machine learning provides the  
opportunity to implement scientific 
solutions at new scales and world-
wide.”      
- DR . KEELY ROTH
Ssenior Remote Sensing Scientist
The Climate Corporation 
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Community Development 

We have signed agreements with organiza-
tions to both build and disseminate open 
source Earth observation (EO) tools for the 
community at large through use-cases and 
projects. One example is a machine learning 
tool that is currently under development for 
surface water monitoring in collaboration 
with the World Resources Institute. This tool 
will directly support the programmatic needs 
of another partner organization, the World 
Wildlife Foundation, to monitor waterholes. 
Technical tool development increases our 
partners’ impact in their own missions, while 
proving our value in the marketplace.
 
We are also working closely with organiza-
tions to support the EO solutions addressing 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). EO 

data can be used for monitoring many of the 
SDGs, such as Life on Land (SDG #15) and 
Good Health (SDG #3). For example, forest 
is a suitable habitat for malaria vectors in 
tropical regions and corresponds to malaria 
transmission patterns in the Mekong Delta. 
Therefore, accurate mapping of forest areas 
improves risk mapping for malaria transmis-
sion. Partnering with Clinton Health Initia-
tive, Radiant Earth Foundation developed a 
pipeline to use Sentinel-1 radar data in a ML 
model. The team is now developing a forest 
classification model using globally available 
training data. This map will be an important 
contribution to the open data available to 
the community, allowing further innovation 
and scientific research to support attainment 
of the SDGs.

Forging Impactful Alliance
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CommonSensing, a UK Space Agency Inter-
national Partnership Programme-funded proj-
ect focused on climate resilience and capaci-
ty-building in Fiji, Vanuatu, and the Solomon 
Islands, took off to great fanfare in January 
2018. CommonSensing’s priority areas include 
climate-related disaster preparedness and re-
siliency, improved access to climate finance, 
and enhanced food security. Radiant Earth 
Foundation, through CommonSensing, lever-
ages Earth observation data to provide stake-
holders with access to vital information across 
a wide region of disaster and climate risks, 
informing planning, food security needs, and 
environmental assessments throughout the is-
lands.
 
Small Island Developing States (SIDS), isolated 
in great expanses of the Pacific ocean, are most 
exposed to climate change and least equipped 
to manage its impacts. As much of the popu-
lation participates in subsistence farming and 
fishing, communities are severely impacted 
by increased soil salination, which has greatly 
decreased the yields of staple crops like taro. 
These islands have already experienced devel-
opment challenges pre-climate change, making 
them particularly vulnerable to further dam-
age: Extreme weather patterns, sea-level rise, 

deteriorating soil quality, and coral bleaching 
have already begun to wreak havoc on the Pa-
cific Islands. These forces are expected to ac-
celerate in the years ahead on a global scale.
 
Furthering the complexity, the islands strug-
gle with a data divide and scaled data sharing 
across geographies, resulting in misaligned re-
sponses to their shared challenge. In order to 
manage risk in the years ahead, SIDS must be 
able to access the climate financing allocated 
through the 2015 Paris Climate Accord. How-
ever, SIDS lack resources, capacity, and exper-
tise to access this financing. Stakeholders from 
key government ministries on each island ex-
pressed several desires for the project, includ-
ing a wish for an accessible central platform 
that includes hazard, vulnerability, and expo-
sure data. Such a platform would allow officials 
to efficiently integrate evidence into decision 
making. 

Commonsensing endeavors to ensure the 
longevity of climate mitigation planning and 
resiliency through working directly with local 
communities and stakeholders throughout the 
project’s lifespan, ensuring knowledge transfer 
is more than a buzz word.

The CommonSensing Project
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Providing Education and Information about 
Earth Observation

Radiant Earth Foundation’s capacity-building efforts focused on education and outreach 
support to help socialize platform users to the different tools and features allowing them to  
answer technical problems using geospatial data. In addition, we actively promoted the val-
ue of Earth observation (EO) to the global development community through a wide range of 
knowledge products such as thought leadership articles, infographics, workflows, case studies, 
conference presentations, and hands-on training workshops. For general outreach to connect 
our ideas and work, we concentrated on targeted media outreach and speaking engagements 
at high visibility events to get out in front of emerging technology and policy issues that can 
impact adoption or maximize EO applications.
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The Radiant Earth Foundation resides within a 
unique ecosystem that operates using digital as-
sets which may be produced, aggregated, stan-
dardized, curated, analyzed, used, evaluated or 
applied by completely different actors working to-
wards the same outcome. A distinguishing feature 
of our work is that we are strategically positioned 
between data producers and end-users, the size 
and influence of whom ranges by orders of magni-
tude, to provide many of these functions along the 
value chain. By design, we work with multinational 
organizations down to individual changemakers, 
with the expectation that democratized access 
to Earth Observation data and tools can translate 
into impact.  

Our four main strategic work areas (platform, 
community development, capacity-building, 
thought leadership,) interoperate to improve ac-
cess and thus, adoption, through exposure to EO 
data resources, the education and training to use 
them, and better knowledge management to cre-
ate synergies within and between users, whether 

organizations or individuals. We also recognize 
that we must give equivalent attention to the 
identification of barriers to adoption and the fac-
tors that facilitate their removal. At the level of 
nations, these barriers can range from few to no 
digital cartographic assets, or an aging or inad-
equate ITC infrastructure. At the organizational 
level, an unsupportive policy environment can 
pose structural or legal barriers, or the features or 
culture of leadership can pose motivational ones. 
Individual access may be constrained by connec-
tivity, peer influence, economic or gender inequi-
ties. Financial constraints, inadequate technologic 
and trained human resources are barriers at every 
level. Our “change framework” (below) posits the 
solutions we propose to remove barriers than can 
have positive impact. Recognizing and designing 
solutions that facilitate adoption from the users’ 
perspectives –no matter at what level--is our path 
to effect the change we hope to achieve within 
the global development ecosystem. We anticipate 
–and intent—for this model to evolve and mature 
as we do as an institution in the coming years.  
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Theory of Change
Radiant Earth Foundation’s mission is crafted around the notion that access to Earth observation (EO) 
data and tools is the key to the adoption of innovative technologies that strengthen global develop-
ment by contributing to evidence-based practices. However, while access is necessary, we know it is 
not sufficient for development organizations to fully avail themselves of the extraordinary power of 
open data and tools. Over the last year we learned that some of our assumptions about our stakehold-
ers’ values and needs with respect to applying EO data to sector-specific challenges were premature.  
In keeping with our efforts to support evidence-based practices, we have dedicated energy this year 
to developing a Theory of Change to guide our work. Recognizing that a Theory of Change is most ef-
fective when viewed as both a process and a product, when flexible and context-sensitive, and when 
open to feedback, we are sharing this with you, our partners.  
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Education and Outreach 
Activities

Thought leadership, articles, editorials, interviews

 » Commercial Entrants are Driving Innovation in Earth Observation — and That is All Good!  
By Anne Hale Miglarese, Founder and CEO, Radiant Earth Foundation 

 » Government Satellite Data and its Role in Advancing Global Development  
By Anne Hale Miglarese, Founder and CEO, Radiant Earth Foundation 

 » Observing the Earth, Fueling Global Development Solutions, By Anne Hale Miglarese 
 » Localizing Humanitarian Drones: Robotics & Disaster Response from the Maldives to Malawi  

By Andrew Schroeder 
 » Radiant Earth Foundation Presents at IMED By Victoria M. Gammino, Chief Science Officer,  

Radiant Earth Foundation 
 » Scaling Up Geospatial Projects: Using the Radiant Earth Foundation API for Advanced Imagery 

Analysis By Louisa Nakanuku-Diggs, Marketing and Communications Manager 
 » Why we are changing our name to Radiant Earth Foundation By Anne Hale Miglarese, Founder 

and CEO, Radiant Earth Foundation 
 » Radiant.Earth Launches New Technical Working Group on Machine Learning for Global Develop-

ment By Hamed Alemohammad, Lead Geospatial Data Scientist, Radiant Earth Foundation 
 » Combating Climate Change: Satellite Imagery for Small Island Nations By Anthony Burn, Chief 

Engagement Officer, Radiant Earth Foundation
 » Creating a Machine Learning Commons for Global Development By Hamed Alemohammad, 

Lead Geospatial DataScientist, Radiant Earth Foundation
 » Why Radiant.Earth Invests in Data Collaborative Innovation By Radiant Earth Editorial Team
 » Insights, Strategy, and Impact. By Anne Hale Miglarese, Founder and CEO, Radiant Earth  

Foundation
 » Beth Roberts: Supporting Equitable Land Tenure Interventions, Attorney and Land Tenure and 

Gender Specialist, Landesa Center for Women’s Land Rights
 » Vanessa Lawrence: Understanding ‘where’ improves decision-making, CB, Director-General and 

Chief Executive, Ordnance Survey (2000-2014)
 » Einar Bjorgo: Earth Observation Data to Build Climate Resilience, Director of the Division for 

Satellite Analysis and Applied Research and UNOSAT’s Programme Manager at the United Na-
tions Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) 

 » Victoria M. Gammino: Connecting Silos with Geospatial, Chief Science Officer, Radiant Earth 
Foundation

 » Andrew Schroeder: Drones for Social Good, Director of Research and Analysis at Direct Relief 
and the Co-Founder of WeRobotics 

 » Improving your Company’s Workflow with Radiant Earth Foundation By Pavel Bordioug, Direc-
tor of Marketing and Business Development, H2O Geomatics

 » This will make you want to check your population data. By Kathryn M. Clifton, ICT4D  
Knowledge Management and Communications Specialist, Catholic Relief Services

Radiant Earth Foundation’s education and outreach activities encompassed direct and indirect educa-
tional support through thought leadership articles, use cases, EO market analysis, capacity develop-
ment programs and events, convenings, and tailored webinars focused on global geospatial users of 
various sophistication levels. 



Convenings

 » Satellite Data Interoperability Workshop: Analysis Ready Data Interoperability with Planet and 
Radiant Earth Foundation 

 » Machine Learning for Global Land Cover Classification Technical Working Group
 » Air inequality Workshop (Nairobi, Kenya and Accra, Ghana) 
 » Web Feature Service 3.0 Hackathon 
 » Machine Learning for Earth observations Reception at the American Geophysical Union (AGU) 

annual meeting
 » International Meeting on Emerging Diseases (IMED) Symposium: Open Source Geospatial Data, 

Analysis Tools and The Art of the Possible 

Educational Events

 » University of Botswana Students: 30+ students taught mapping using OpenStreetMap (Mapping 
and geospatial data analysis using Radiant Earth Foundation’s platform

 » SatSummit: Live platform demonstration
 » GEOS Data Workshop 3rd Data Providers
 » World Bank Land and Poverty Conference: Live platform demonstration
 » International Meeting on Emerging Diseases (IMED) Workshop: Open Source Satellite Imagery 

and Machine Learning Tools to Inform Infectious Disease Research 

Webinars

 » Imagery in Action: Real world satellite and drone imagery applications using the Radiant Earth 
Foundation Platform

 » Scaling Up Geospatial Projects: Using the Radiant Earth Foundation API for Advanced Imagery 
Analysis 

 » How to Access and Analyze Earth Observation Imagery using the Radiant Earth Foundation  
Platform

 » Catholic Relief Services (internal) ICT4D webinar

Code Sprints

 » STAC Sprint #3 
 » STAC Sprint #2 (at Web Feature Service Hackathon) 
 » STAC Sprint #1

“Many countries do not universally maintain national coverage 
mapping. In the future, one can see trusted global 

organizations who run geospatial services being used by many 
countries as these geospatial services will guarantee a level of 

up-to-datedness of the data and a level of service.”
     - DR VANESSA LAWRENCE, CB

Senior Strategic Geospatial Advisor
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Our Team
Board Members

 » Anne Hale Miglarese, Board Chair, Chief Executive Officer, Radiant Earth Foundation
 » Jerry Johnston, Specialist Leader, Location Intelligence Practice, Deloitte
 » Sanjay Kumar, Chief Executive Officer, Geospatial Media & Communications
 » Peter Rabley, Venture Partner, Omidyar Network
 » Margie Sullivan, Chief Executive Officer, Sullivan Strategy
 » Kass Green, President, Kass Green & Associates

Staff

 » Anne Hale Miglarese, Chief Executive Officer
 » Anthony Burn, Chief Engagement Officer
 » Victoria Gammino, Chief Science Officer
 » Hamed Alemohammad, Lead Geospatial Data Scientist
 » Louisa Nakanuku-Diggs, Marketing and Communications Manager
 » Anna Mae Green, Community Engagement Associate
 » Yonah Bromberg Gaber, Platform Development Community Associate
 » Alando Ballantyne, Geospatial Machine Learning Engineer
 » Kristi Knudson, Program Manager

Fellows

 » Ryan Engstrom, Technology Fellow
 » Chris Holmes, Technology Fellow
 » Seth Fitzsimmons, Technology Fellow
 » Yang Wang, CSIRO/ Data61 Fellow
 » Brookie Guzder-Williams, Technology Fellow
 » Awa Thiam, Mandela Washington Fellow

“Radiant Earth Foundation provides the perfect solution to the 
challenges H2O Geomatics faces. Being able to access and 

process imagery over the cloud addresses both the issues of image 
acquisition and processing speed.”

       - PAVEL BORDIOUG
H2O Geomatics

Director
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Thank you to all our 
Partners

“We still need to improve on communicating about what we do as 
there is a lot of turnover of humanitarian actors in the affected 

countries. We also need to inform various 
governments even more on the benefit of Earth observation, in 
particular how this technology can be used at scale to support 

Agenda 2030 and its Sustainable Development Goals.”
 - DR EINAR BJORGO

UNOSAT, Programme Manager

 » Azavea
 » Catholic Relief Services (CRS)
 » Code for Africa
 » Data 61, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO)
 » European Space Agency (ESA)
 » Flemish Institute for Technological Research (VITO)
 » Geospatial World Media
 » Global Partnership for Sustainable Development Data (GPSDD)
 » Government of Fiji, Ministry of Lands and Mineral Resources
 » Government of Solomon Islands, Ministry of Environment, Climate Change and Disaster 

Management 
 » Government of Vanuatu, Ministry of Climate Change
 » Group on Earth Observations (GEO)
 » Healthmap
 » Healthsites.io
 » International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD)
 » International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
 » International Society for Infectious Diseases (ISID)
 » New America Future of Property Rights Initiative
 » United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) (Commonsensing)
 » United Nations Institute for Training and Research Operational Satellite Applications  

Programme (UNOSAT)
 » University of Twente
 » SOS Orinoco
 » WeRobotics
 » World Resources Institute
 » World Wildlife Fund, Germany
 » Youthmappers
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Thank you to all our 
Sponsors

“Radiant Earth Foundation was able to rapidly provide our  
coalition with the satellite imagery we needed—and that United 

Nations staff were requesting— in order to provide evidence that 
the Government of Bangladesh is failing to comply with the  

recommendations of an international treaty body.” 
--JESSICA LAWRENCE

Senior Research and Policy Analyst,
Earthjustice
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